LGBT MOVIES

MOVIES WITH HISTORICAL/Political/CULTURAL THEMES
The Celluloid Closet; Out of the Past; It’s Elementary; Scouts Honor; Silent Pioneers; Ballot Measure 9; Bent; Paragraph 175; Wilde; The Times of Harvey Milk; Stonewall; The Cocketails; Honored by the Moon; Laramie Project; Tales of the City; Common Ground; Queer as Folk (British version); Angels in America; Touch of Pink; Brother to Brother; The Education of Shelby Knox; Ring of Fire; Beautiful Boxer; Gay Sex in The 70s; Making Love; Bob & Rose; Brokeback Mountain; Notorious C.H.O.; Quinceanera; A Love To Hide; The Bubble; A Jihad for Love; Love My Life; Semper Fi: One’s Marine’s Journey; Edge of Heaven; Keep Not Silent; Milk; Outrage; Gay Bashing; Gay Republicans; March On!; The Silver Screen: Color Me Lavender; When I Knew: A Different Beginning; Saving Face; Dog Tags; A Single Man; Wedding Banquet; Out in the Silence; Happy Birthday; Eyes Wide Open; Fagbug; Undertow; In the Family

MOVIES WITH RELIGIOUS OR CONVERSION THEMES
Trembling Before G-d; One Nation Under God; Priest; But, I’m a Cheerleader; Far From Heaven; Normal; Latter Days; Angels in America; Family Fundamentals; The Smith Family; Doin’ Time in the Homo No More Halfway House; Saved!; Fish Can’t Fly; Dorian’s Blues; Loggerheads; Fixing Frank; For the Bible Tells Me So; Save Me; Abomination: Homosexuality & the Ex-Gay Movement; Blessing (found at http://protextfilms); Prom Queen; Twilight of the Golds; The Last Year; God and Gays: Bridging the Gap; Voices in Exile: Stories of Lesbian Mormons (available from Boise State University, Department of Communication); Anyone and Everyone; Cure for Love; C.R.A.Z.Y. A Jihad For Love; Chasing the Devil: Inside the Ex-gay Movement; Camp Out; The Lost Tribe; Coming Out, Coming Home; Coming Out, Coming In: Faith, Identity, and Belonging; Prayers for Bobby; Out in the Silence; Happy Birthday; Seventh-Gay Adventists: A film about love, sex, and eternal life; We’re All Angels; Fall From Grace; 8: The Mormon Proposition; Two Loves: Documenting Gay Mormons' Stories; Eyes Wide Open; Taking A Chance on God; This Is What Love in Action Looks Like; God and Gays: Bridging the Gap; The Cure: The Australian Story

MOVIES WITH AIDS/HIV THEMES
Longtime Companions; And the Band Played On; It’s My Party; Philadelphia; Gia; The Smith Family; Rent; Angels in America; Parting Glances; Loggerheads; Silverlake Life: The View From Here; The Living End’ Common Threads: Stories from the Quilt; Sex Positive; The Line of Beauty

MOVIES ABOUT LESBIAN/BISEXUAL WOMEN
The Incredibly True Adventures of Two Girls in Love; Claire of the Moon; Watermelon Woman; Chutney Popcorn; If These Walls Could Talk (1 and 2); Bound; Girls Shorts; Aimee and Jaguar; It's In The Water; Desert Hearts; All Over Me; The Hours; Watching You; Lianna; Lost and Delicious; Better Than Chocolate; Fire; The Truth About Jane; Iris; Show Me Love; Gia; Higher Learning; When Night is Falling; Everything Relative; The L-Word; High Art; Go Fish; A Family Affair; Kissing Jessica Stein; Bar Girls; Some Prefer Cake; Treading Water; Girl Play; Imagine Me & You; Love My Life; Keep Not Silent; Out In Suburbia: The Stories of Eleven Lesbians; Saving Face; Pariah; Hannah Free

MOVIES ABOUT GAY/BISEXUAL MEN
Boys in the Band; Love! Valor! Compassion!; The Wedding Banquet; Torch Song Trilogy; Tongues Untied; The Business of Fancydancing; Parting Glances; Trick; Boys Life; Maurice; Jeffrey; Urbania; Circuit; Edward II; My Own Private Idaho; The Night Larry Kramer Kissed Me; Poison; Burnt Money; The Sum of Us; His Secret Life; Get Real; Bedroom & Hallways; Edge of Seventeen; Lilies; Broken Hearts Club; Big Eden; Lan Yu; At Home at the End of the World; Angels in America; Touch of Pink; Latter Days; Noah’s Ark; Queer as Folk; Brother to Brother; Brokeback Mountain; A Love To Hide; Times Have Been Better; The Bubble; Straight Acting: A Story About Queers and Sports; Dog Tags; A Single Man; Eyes Wide Open; The Line of Beauty; Undertow; Plan B; Beginners; Weekend; The Adonis Factor; In the Family
MOVIES ABOUT TRANSGENDER/TRANSEXUAL PEOPLE
Southern Comfort; Priscilla, Queen of the Desert; Paris is Burning; Boys Don’t Cry; No Dumb Questions; Hedwig & the Angry Inch; Birdcage; To Wong Foo, Thanks for Everything! Julie Newmar; Normal; Paradise Bent; Ma Vie En Rose; Soldier’s Girl; Beautiful Boxer; Transamerica; Transparent; Transgeneration; Boy I Am; A Boy Named Sue; Drag Kings on Tour; Georgie Girl; Just Call Me Kade; The Opposite Sex: Jamie’s Story, Rene’s Story; Toilet Training; Venus Boyz; You Don’t Know Dick; Red Without Blue; She’s a Boy I Knew; XXY; Trained in the Ways of Men; Changing Sexes: Female to Male; Changing Sexes: Male to Female; Glen or Glenda?; Iron Ladies; Is It a Boy or a Girl?; Outlaw; Sex: Unknown; Two-Spirit People; Transgender Revolution; Pageant; Straightlaced : How Gender's Got Us All Tied Up; Prodigal Sons

MOVIES ABOUT LGBT YOUTH
Out of the Past; It’s Elementary; Scouts Honor; Laramie Project; The Education of Shelby Knox; But, I’m a Cheerleader; Family Fundamentals; The Smith Family; Saved!; The Incredibly True Adventures of Two Girls in Love; The Truth About Jane; Higher Learning; A Beautiful Thing; Girls Shorts; Boys Shorts; Boys Life;; Edge of Seventeen; Lilies; Boys Don’t Cry; Ma Vie En Rose; Camp; Billy Elliott; Eighteen; D.E.B.S.; Prom Queen; Transgeneration; Summer Storm; C.R.A.Z.Y.; Red Without Blue; Anyone and Everyone; XXY; Camp Out; Trained in the Ways of Men; Speak Up!: Improving the Lives of Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual & Transgendered Youth; Surviving Friendly Fire; Out: Stories of Lesbian and Gay Youth; Trevor; Sebastian; Straightlaced : How Gender's Got Us All Tied Up

MOVIES ABOUT LGBT SENIORS
Gen Silent; Beginners

MOVIES ABOUT LGBT FAMILIES
Our House: A Very Real Documentary About Kids of Gay and Lesbian Parents; Caught in the Crossfire: Children of Gay and Lesbian Parents; Could Be Worse! Not All Parents Are Straight; Normal; Latter Days; Angels in America; Family Fundamentals; The Smith Family; The Families We Choose; From a Secret Place: America’s Families Cope with the Coming Out Process of Gay and Lesbian Youth; Kissing Jessica Stein; Edge of Seventeen; Sebastian; Anyone and Everyone; Out in the Silence; In the Family

List complied by Lee Beckstead, Ph.D., revised 08-12. Let Lee know if you have any concerns about these films or want to add to the list: leebeckst@yahoo.com.